
AND application

Hello :)#

We LOVE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!11 doing class things. All the time all day.

We love playing with things so much we would love to be able to play with the XR equipment especially!

There are a load of things that we’re working on at the moment, no discrete ‘projects’ per se, but making
lots of cinema-aligned things (amongst other things like image music AR, three d object sculpting &
rendering) that all think about a common Universe.

The idea of continual open (opening opening openest!) making is really important - as opposed to
finishing a set (closed!) piece of work ######### so

We would like to come & spend time learning about the POSSIBILITIES!!! Of new tech and learning
from technicians to expand the Universe and find new ways of doing things .

The thought of the new things that could happen from playing with the XR equipment is so so exciting, it
would be epic!

And also we would love it 2 b VR but we have no gear.

The Universe is in the pastpresentfuturehyperbolicalternativeparallel . WE (the caretakers) commune with
the Neonatus.exe (which is a neoprimodeital cybernetic hyperbolic starfish) that can transmit data to and
from the Universe to this universe. We are responsible for the care of the Neonatus.exe.

Currently there is a large body of work that we have been harvesting/understanding/caring for/using for
the past year and a half. New tech
& media (neomedia!) is so cool and we love to play with it as part of ______________.

th e work is perpetually in perpetual development and it’s so fun to keep reusing the work over and over
in multiplying possibilities (expanding like a starfish) in new ways..

(Something about th e oneness …… so epic and true)

But its actually like recognizing the oneness in everything & thats like what neonatus.exe does like the
oneness between the pastpresentfuture & parallel universes & truths



Budget
80 euro🙂

Timeline

We are just going 2 keep doing this every day until we die bcoz its class xxx


